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**Abstract**—Discussions regarding homosexuality within a sports context are mediated by emotional nuances, especially in the world of soccer, where practitioners are required to have attributes such as strength, masculinity and aggressiveness. As a consequence, this work aimed to analyze the symbolic representation of homosexual relationships between adolescent soccer players and their coaches; and, furthermore, to understand the intention behind homoerotic relationships that are established between members of the management team and its players. In this study, researchers used the *life history* methodology, with participation from three adolescent athletes, ages 14, 15 and 16, and three former athletes, ages 26, 28 and 45, who we called *speakers*. Based on the collection and analysis of research participants’ testimonies, homosexual relations were found to have occurred between athletes and coaches, or between athletes and other members of the management team, as a part of a “social contract” that is exclusively linked to their professional objectives. These relationships appear to be purely objective; authentic affective links are absent, due apparently to the transient nature of the athletes in these groups. Too, this context is usually marked by the athlete’s physical and emotional vulnerability, and the agreements he makes within this context are accompanied with moral dilemmas, because such adolescents idealize the coach as a paternal archetype.
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**Resumo**—“Futebol e homossexualidade: Os conflitos que se encontram dentro do jogo afetivo da relação treinador-atleta adolescente.” As discussões a respeito da homossexualidade no contexto esportivo são mediadas por nuances emocionais, especialmente no mundo do futebol que exige de seus praticantes atributos de força, virilidade e agressividade. Por este motivo este trabalho teve como objetivos diagnosticar existência de relações homossexuais entre atletas adolescentes da modalidade de futebol e seus técnicos e sua representação simbólica e ainda, compreender a intencionalidade das relações homoafetivas que se estabelecem entre componentes da equipe diretiva e os jogadores. Esta pesquisa é de natureza qualitativa e a técnica adotada foi a “história de vida” e a participação de três atletas adolescentes em atividade, com idade de 14, 15 e 16 anos e três ex-atletas profissionais, com idades 26, 28 e 45 anos serviram de base metodológica. A partir da análise e tratamento dos depoimentos verificou-se que ocorreram relações homossexuais nas categorias de base envolvendo técnico e atleta, ou com outros membros da equipe diretiva, como parte dos contratos sociais, ligados exclusivamente a objetivos profissionais. Estas relações parecem ser puramente objetais, não parecendo existir vínculos afetivos duradouros, aparentemente, devido à natureza transitória de atletas nesses grupos. Também, nesses ambientes, muitas vezes marcados pela vulnerabilidade física e emocional dos atletas, os acertos para as relações homossexuais são permeadas por dilemas morais, tendo em vista que os atletas adolescentes idealizam o treinador como o arquétipo paterno ideal.
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**Resumen**—“El fútbol y la homosexualidad: Los conflictos que se encuentran dentro del juego afectivo de la relación atleta-entrenador de los adolescentes.” Las discusiones sobre la homosexualidad en contexto deportivo están mediadas por matices emocionales, sobre todo en el mundo del fútbol que exige a sus jugadores atributos como la fuerza, la virilidad y la agresividad. Por lo tanto, este estudio tuvo como objetivo diagnosticar la existencia de relaciones homosexuales entre adolescentes atletas de fútbol y sus entrenadores y la representación simbólica de estas relaciones. También comprender la intencionalidad de las relaciones homoafetivas que se intercambian entre algunos componentes del equipo directivo y
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Introduction

Ancient philosophers, including Plato, noted that issues related to sexuality are phenomena that are linked to the socio-psychological aspects of being human (Badinter, 1993). Discussions and studies about sexual identity have occurred throughout history, and, yet today, they still cause discomfort because, often, they are associated with certain taboos. Additionally, they generate ideological conflicts and are frequently marked by divergent opinions and social and moral dilemmas (Fávero, 2010).

Desires and sensations stimulate such human relationships, and target aesthetic vanity, the veneration of beauty, the eroticization of the body, and feed Western culture’s constant search for the perfect body (Canevacci, 2008). Both body narcissism and fetishes are behaviors that people develop in order to guarantee their space in their social group (Canevacci, 2008).

Kehl (2003) supports the idea of an object body, which, he claims, belongs to the individual less than he or she imagines. Its function is to serve certain collective demands and to symbolically express the characteristics of the individual’s social setting. For example, concerning the practice of soccer, the individual carries in his body the myth of hero through social representations of strength, bravery, and virility.

Sports, especially team sports such as men’s soccer, constitute an environment in which the body can be considered as one of the most active elements in the regulation of personal, professional, emotional, and sentimental relationships amongst team members. Therefore, these athletes are not immune to the emotional states that result from the high level of exposition of their bodies (Del Percio, 2012; Machado, 2006).

The game of professional soccer is constituted by what appears to be an exclusively heterosexual culture. That is, in order to participate in the world of soccer, players must adapt themselves in accordance with pre-established heterosexual rules and norms (Machado, 2006). Fávero (2010) observes that a masculine ideology, based in the valuation of aggressiveness and violence, helps to define the social roles of men and women.

Some homosexual players only feel free to make themselves visible after their careers have ended, because to do so earlier would likely result in not having their contracts renewed or in a loss of respect by their teammates (Lahn, 2010; Townsend, 2013). Examples of such players are Thomas Hitzlsperger, former soccer player for the German national team (Christenson, 2014) and Robbie Rogers, an American, and former soccer player for the English Leeds United team (McRae, 2013).

In this context, the act of revealing homosexual relationships that occur within and throughout the game of soccer could undermine the culturally established archetype that traditionally has been idealized by the participants of this social group. Therefore, secrecy about such relationships is highly mandated for all parties involved in the sport (Franco Junior, 2007).

Social and cultural representations of soccer continue to reflect this mandate, even in a postmodern society that is experiencing changes relative to tolerance toward homosexual relationships. Despite this, society still expects “traditional” behavior in soccer players, characterized by virility, strength, and power (Badinter, 1993; Fávero, 2010).

Therefore, to investigate a subject with such extreme partisanship and popularity as soccer is to set in motion a complex game of metaphors, symbolic appropriations, and social representations (Moscovici, 2001). This game, in which social practices are consolidated and conventional masculine attributes are reinforced, as was earlier noted does not make explicit the existence of homosexual relationships.

Thus, soccer culture creates only a very specific model of man who is eligible to belong to the sporting world. Children are born and grow up steeped in activities that typify the sport and, as future athletes, they envision the possibility of economic and social mobility and recognition only by becoming this type of man.

Background of the problem

The day-to-day sports environment in which soccer is played is filled with sensations and emotions for all participants—whether they are athletes, coaches, officials, media representatives, or fans—that make them co-dependent on the professional and personal actions of others (Franco, 2007; Rodrigues Filho, 2003). These actions foster a network of common interests marked by interpersonal relationships, and by emotional and sexual consequences. As a result, soccer has become an important area of research in the fields of physiology, philosophy, sociology, and psychology (Giulianotti, 2002; Helal, Lovisolo, & Soares, 2011; Machado, 2011; Rohden, Azevedo, & Azanbujah, 2012; Simon, 2006).

This work has resulted in a body of research based on the social representation of soccer and its subjectivities, which are intrinsic to this environment. These subjectivities are important psychological elements in the integral formation of young athletes (Moscovici, 2001). Thus, it is possible to explore...
complex issues that escape the foci of traditional studies that are related only to physiological and technical aspects of the sport. The topic of homosexuality in soccer, therefore, has not been widely researched, it seems, because it is a phenomenon that lies outside of what is thought to be typical behavior for an athlete (Anderson, 2005).

The soccer environment encompasses attributes and attitudes of strict virility—affective and sexual behaviors that are popularly associated with heterosexuality. As such, they are intensively monitored and evaluated by associated members of the group: team mates, fans, friends, and family (Anderson, 2013; Hargreaves & Anderson, 2014). This vigilance is facilitated through an athlete’s persistent media exhibition, which reflects the requisite alpha male image (Anderson, 2005).

A challenge inherent in this study was the difficulty in documenting behaviors that are considered taboo in order to determine the motives behind the relationships between athletes and members of the team’s executive committees—especially coaches, and to determine why and when these sexual relations occur. Too, special consideration was required due to the age of the younger participants. We protected all participants by assuring that their identities were carefully guarded.

**Literature review**

The literature review concentrated on phenomena that contribute to, and interfere with, adolescent development, especially as they relate to the social and cultural characteristics of sport. The review focused especially on the dynamics of gender, and the relationship between different contexts such as sports and social settings. As noted by Anderson and Hargreaves (2014), this relationship contributes to the formation of human sexuality, and often is regulated by ideologies, labor relations, and relations of power. This makes gender segregation—the formation of identities and their affective relationships—more evident.

**Soccer and the social construction of masculinity**

Competition is about winning and losing. Winning is traditionally linked to the conquest of hegemonic power, and as one of the major instruments of social assessment, it provides fame and power to the winner (Machado, Presoto, & Gouveia, 2006).

As suggested by Betti (1991), we can make an analogy between sports competition and the varied social struggles. These struggles typically involve a search for social and economic mobility, or political, cultural and ideological freedom. Sport, as a means of competition, is related to these aspects.

Throughout history, sport has been a strong influence on behavior, due to its references to masculinity, strength, aggression, and force, and because of its perceived ability to transform boys into men (Anderson, 2013; Hargreaves & Anderson, 2014; Whitson, 1990). The need to maintain the ideal of masculinity, thus, involves man in a never-ending struggle to live according to his assigned social rules. Present-day masculinity is measured by success, financial independence, professional aggressiveness, social position, and the amount of power achieved; that is, “super macho” defines the ideal role (Badinter, 1993, 1998; Hanna, 1999; Machado, 2002; Meroni, 2011). Therefore, social and cultural conventions require boys to be a “man”—rude, crude, virile, and vigorous as a symbol of masculinity, while girls are required to be feminine, sweet, sensitive, gentle, and loving (Fávero, 2010). Badinter (1993) claimed that, in the absence of strong and close ties and a personal identification with the father, the boy will choose famous men as role models. He observed that they will develop moral values and attributes of the “macho man,” based on the accepted ideal of masculinity.

These observations correspond with the social representation of soccer. In Brazil, the sport is characterized as an essentially masculine practice (Franco, 2007; Rodrigues, 2003), and the identity formation of its participants colors the relationships and personal contacts that are maintained within this environment (Bock, Furtado, & Teixeira, 2002). Young athletes must negotiate this environment in extreme periods of social vulnerability caused by loneliness, difficulties in adapting to a new world, unfamiliar living situations, new peer groups, and obligations that arise from this new life phase (Machado, 2006). For example, when adolescents leave their homes to try out for sports teams, they must exchange the security that family represents for an unknown world of sport, an act that requires them to mature suddenly and quickly (Machado, 2002).

Badinter (1993) claimed that the act of constantly trying to achieve ever-increasing, unachievable goals keeps these individuals in an active state of conflict. That is, the search for an idealized behavior that represents the masculine ideal is, for men, a constant and arduous struggle. He described this struggle thusly:

> Being a man means not being feminine, not being homosexual, not being docile, dependent or submissive, not being effeminate in appearance or physical gestures, not having sex or intimate relations with other men, not being impotent with women [... ] (Badinter, 1993, p.117).

In other words, this individual is similar to the archetype of man who is idealized in the world of soccer, an ideal that is thought to guarantee success in a fiercely competitive and segregationist environment.

Biased and discriminatory conduct such as homophobia can be understood as a characteristic of a heterosexual society, an essential component for the maintenance of the hegemonic “male” condition. Homophobia often inhibits the possibility of friendship or affection developing between two men, because they are afraid of being mistaken as gay and having their masculinity challenged (Rodrigues, 2010; Rosa, 2008).

Because heterosexuality is the more socially-accepted form of sexual orientation, it therefore consolidates the hegemony of a culture geared toward creating and maintaining the stereotypical “man.” This encourages the existence and valorization of a phallocentric culture in which “[...] it is, therefore through sex and sexual activity that man best becomes aware of his identity and masculinity” (Badinter, 1993, p.141).

In this context, the soccer player can be considered a reference for models that embody all “masculine” attributes, and
the sport itself the ideal place to search for these qualities and satisfy the seemingly endless struggle to attain masculinity-associated power and virility (Machado, 2002; Machado, Gouvea, Bartholomeu, & Moioli, 2008).

Adolescent sexual identity and sports

Some authors (among them: Aberastury & Knobel, 1986; Atkinson, Atkinson, Smith, Bem, & Hoeksema, 2002; Bandura, 1977) suggest that an individual’s ability to reproduce certain attitudes, to imitate behaviors, and even to reframe emotional and psychological aspects of real or symbolic models, shape his or her identity construction. These components may represent an individual’s assimilation of the cultural values and attitudes that allow him or her to coexist in society and pay allegiance to the group to which he or she belongs. Thus, affective relationships—as determinants in moral value formation and identity development, the social phenomenon of soccer, and the emotional connections that arise as a result this environment, as described above, indeed can all play a role in the athlete’s identity construction, as Bredemeier and Shields (1998) suggested.

To this end, Gianni (1998) reviewed theories of social representation to foster debate about sexuality. In his essay, the author argued for the relevance of culture in discourse on the subject, pointing out social changes, historical periods, and ideology as markers in such debates. Therefore, accordingly, the notion of social representation, within the context of the development of sexuality, is related to dimensions that are individual or collective, public or private, social or psychological, and, notably, occur between object and subject.

Sexuality has always been intrinsically linked to human relationships, and to their values, rules, customs, and moral principles, depending on the lived historical context (Silva, 2000). The discussion of sexuality, beginning with the libertarian conception of sexuality in ancient civilizations (Saraiva, 2011), passing through the epic of “sinful” behaviors in the Middle Ages (Foucault, 1987, 1988; Rios, Parker, & Terto Junior, 2010), and reaching what is popularly considered social emancipation in postmodern society (Heilborn & Cabral, 2013), still generates discomfort and causes social, emotional, and religious conflicts (Badinter, 1993; Hanna, 1999; Sedgwick, 2007).

Psychoanalytic theory attempts to make sense of these conflicts. It claims that human behavior is influenced by unconscious and conscious desires that begin at birth and develop throughout the individual’s lifetime. This theory suggests that it is up to the unconscious to process phenomena of resistance and repression, and to mediate innate and instinctual impulses and real desires (Perelberg, 2007, 2013). The impulsive actions’ balance helps us to internalize the norms, values, and models that establish dualities such as right and wrong, good and bad, and other moral dichotomies (Bronfenbrenner, 2011; Kohlberg, 1992; La Taile, 2010; Rappaport, 2007).

Different theories of human development point to a variety of factors that contribute to the definition of sexuality. Using solely biological characteristics, humans differ only in the fact that they are male or female. However, social reinforcement, mechanisms of identification, time spent in school and in peer group formation and existence, and the overall community in which the individual is brought up, all provide fundamental experiences for gender identity formation (Atkinson et al., 2002; Bandura, 1977; Bock et al., 2002; Bronfenbrenner, 2011; Cerqueira, 2011). However, recent studies suggest that gender should be thought of as a continuum, not restricted to either male or female (Swain, 2009).

The adoption of traditionally masculine or feminine roles stems from powerful cultural components, or stimuli, that reinforce the behavioral patterns of each gender (Bozon, 2004; Heilborn, 2006; Heilborn, Duarte, Peixoto, & Lins de Barros, 2004). These components reinforce cultural models to the extent that the child imitates the conduct of the adult, and consequently receives positive reinforcement for each action associated with the “proper” gender. This reinforcement may be in the form of praise or criticism, depending on whether or not the conduct was appropriate. These actions are representative of social learning theory (Bandura, 1977).

The world of sports adopts these cultural and social components and is, therefore, an optimal space in which to reinforce male and female archetypes. In this network, men are introduced to the vigorous and exclusively “masculine” activities, while women’s sports, traditionally, represent activities with less risk and more limited physical contact.

Soccer is largely a product of the media; it is a spectacle (Franco, 2007). As such, vanity plays a large part in reinforcing the identity of teenagers who take part in competitive team sports. This vanity creates a particular style, one that is not only related to aesthetic issues, but, also, and more significantly, to strengthening soccer’s image within society. We see an example of this particular style in soccer player Neymar’s Mohawk haircut, when he played with the Brazilian soccer club (i.e., Santos Futebol Clube).

We can view such phenomena as evidence that sexual desires and relationships occur under a strong cultural influence, one that is created by a society that prohibits certain behaviors, and which defines behavioral norms and rules of conduct. In this sense, society creates taboos that may interfere with the sexual behavior of adolescents.

Atkinson et al. (2002) concluded that “[...] an individual’s sexual orientation is the degree to which he feels sexual attraction to persons of the same and/or opposite sex” (p. 397). Therefore, the identification of sexual preference could be illustrated by a straight line: at one end are exclusively straight (heterosexual) behaviors, and, at the other, exclusively homosexual behaviors. However, other behaviors are scattered between these two extremes and may approach and identify more with one side of the scale than with the other (Cerqueira, 2011; Fávero, 2010; Meroni, 2011). We see, therefore, that the model put forth by soccer media and consumed by the masses doesn’t leave space for relationships that are not “heterosexual.”

On the playing field, soccer players demonstrate heterosexual preference by kissing their wedding ring after a goal, putting the soccer ball under their shirt to represent their wives’ pregnancies, being photographed alongside actresses and models, displaying typically masculine commodities such as luxury cars,
fancy jewelry, or tattoos, and, most recently, creating personal pages on social networking websites that broadcast the achievements of the man/athlete.

Conversely, soccer players need to hide homosexual preferences, a necessity generated by a fear of losing their hard-won mythical and heroic status—and contracts, and symbolized by masculinity, virility, and heterosexuality. In his recent autobiography, German soccer player Phillip Lahn (Lahn, 2010) argued that gay players should not reveal their sexual preference because to demonstrate homosexual preference is to risk being excluded from the sport. This decision, he said, does not “play by the rules” of a high-performance sport (Mandard, 2003).

The physical, occupational, social, and psychological aspects of young players’ developmental phases, as they relate to sexuality, often occur via experiments and discoveries in moments of vulnerability. Yet, within the context of soccer, discussions about the topic of homosexuality typically do not evolve beyond the subject of pornography or erotic banter, and often allow young players to be satirized, humiliating them in front of their team members.

**Objectives**

The objectives of this study, therefore, were twofold.

1) To identify the existence of homosexual relationships between adolescent soccer athletes and their coaches, as well as to analyze the symbolic representations of these relationships;

2) To understand the intention behind homoerotic relationships (i.e., sexual attractions between members of the same sex) that are established between members of the administrative staff and the soccer players during their participation in youth leagues.

**Methodology**

The methodological approach used to develop this study was based in qualitative and exploratory research and grounded in the literature of sport psychology, social psychology, sociology, and the psycho-sociology of sport and physical education (Thomas & Nelson, 2002).

Our study was grounded in an interpretive paradigm, because we sought not one, but the many truths that the voices of various individuals can provide (Weed, 2009). For example, as Stake noted, quantitative studies that use positivist frameworks hope to “answer specific questions about a small number of variables, while qualitative research seeks to answer broader, open-ended questions” (Stake, 1995).

Braun and Clarke (2006, 2013) suggested that the data analysis, based on a qualitative and interpretative perspective, should encompass a broad view of the data. The use of reports of experiences, social representations, and social phenomena in different contexts promote flexibility in the analysis of the collected material.

We used the life history method (Queiroz, 1988), with the participation of former professional athletes and still active adolescent athletes. The life history method is not concerned with the number of research subjects, but with the manner in which data are collected and the quality of the samples. Here, we attempted to record the experiences of several individuals within the same community, as Queiroz (1988) suggested.

A “life history,” explained Vieira (2001), is, by definition, the speaker’s account and an attempt to reconstruct the events he has experienced. These facts, whether appearing to be significant or not, allow researchers to establish relationships between the members of a group and their profession, and their social status, values, habits, and attitudes.

In this study, the groups being investigated were soccer teams and the group members playing or working in these environments, such as athletes, coaches, directors, agents, advisors, trainers, doctors, or support staff. These particular individuals were chosen because they had already worked with the researcher in other capacities, and were interested in participating in the study by providing their life histories. Campbell and Machado (2013) remind us that the researcher’s relationship with his or her participants should be revealed, as this can have an impact on the results of the study.

The categories for analysis emerged from the selection of small parts of the participants’ dialogues (narratives). These fragments were chosen because of their apparent relevance to the study’s research questions, and were subjected to thematic analysis as explicated by Braun and Clarke (2006, 2013). The resulting themes were then subjected to further analysis based on the theoretical concepts of discourse analysis (Orlandi, 2010; Pêcheux, 2009). In the life story method of inquiry, the meaning of the story, and, hence, the most appropriate theory from which to frame the interpretation of the story, will “flow from the story itself” (Atkinson, 1998).

This investigation was performed in accordance with Resolution No. 196, October 10, 1996, and was approved by our university’s Ethics Committee. All documents, statements, and terms of consent were completed and filed in accordance with regulation CEP/FAMERP, # 001-004121/2011, and funded by CEP # 333/2011.

**Participants**

Inclusion criteria included: Athletes who were tied to a professional soccer club, and have played for, or currently were playing on, a team that participates in official championships organized by sport federations. They must have previously played in or been involved in the sport, or were currently playing in or involved in the sport.

The study was not limited to only one age group, but included younger athletes as well as those who had already ended their careers. As Queiroz (1988) observed, “The transmission of experiences or stories can tell us as much about the everyday facts of our distant past as they can about the everyday facts of our recent past” (p. 16).

Six individuals participated in the study, including three adolescent athletes, ages 14, 15, and 16, and three former athletes, ages 26, 28 and 45. In order to preserve their identities in the interview transcripts we referred to participants as speakers.
We found it appropriate to interview a total of six participants, in adherence with a procedure described by Braun and Clarke (2013). They argued that the collection process is complete when the researcher observes that the data are completely saturated; that is, participants’ responses become redundant.

Patton (2005) claims that the semi-structured interview makes it easy for the researcher to approach the participant, as well as helping to establish trust. It allows interviewees to talk about complex and sensitive matters, while provoking spontaneous and sincere answers. Vieira (2009) and Köche (2002) suggest that this data collection instrument can be ideal when participants are queried about the affective aspects and personal meanings of attitudes and behaviors.

A single interviewer posed semi-structured questions to each of the participants, and their responses were tape-recorder using a single tape recorder. These responses were then transcribed to a digital word-processing program, MSWord. The questions the interviewers used to guide the participants were:

1. What are some of the difficulties you faced in trying to adapt to the world of soccer? What was your experience like at the beginning of your soccer playing career?
2. What are some of the personal and professional relationships you have had—those that involve athletes, coaches, directors and supporters—that occur inside of the locker rooms?
3. How do you view the transactions that occur in the sports market, especially the financial, professional, and emotional ones? What about concessions, bargains, and harassment involving soccer players?
4. How do you see the role of the coach as it relates to the athlete’s career, to the team’s performance, and to his control of players’ actions?

Data analysis

The researchers analyzed the transcribed statements, which produced data that fit into dominant categories, or themes (Ausbela, 1993; Braun & Clarke, 2006; Forghieri, 2001; Orlandi, 2010; Pécheux, 2009), and which we interpreted as “truths.” That is, they are the themes that recurred throughout the “community” (Queiroz, 1988) of soccer players in our study. The dominant themes that emerged, then, were: 1) The coach-athlete relationship as mediated by sexual harassment; 2) The body as currency in the intense game of exchange; 3) Vulnerability on the field; and, 4) Homosexual relations and moral development.

Results and Discussion

The coach-athlete relationship as mediated by sexual harassment

It is a challenging task to investigate individuals who disclose personal information about their sexuality and affections. It is especially difficult when their sexuality and affections are considered taboo—a taboo that has been socially, historically, and culturally constructed through dogma, prejudice, stigma, discrimination, and exclusion. For instance, in the sports environment, where sexual harassment or other forms of coercion occur, such behaviors are commonly covered up by “boleira” culture in order to ensure the maintenance of male stereotypes.

For certain professionals—in this case, soccer players, for example, sexuality can be an embarrassing subject, because, in sports culture, soccer players are supposed to possess stereotypical male attributes: masculinity, courage, physical stamina, domination, and strength. The world of soccer, then, is an unusual and unlikely place for overt homosexuality, because the stereotypical attributes of homosexuality are dichotomously opposite to those of heterosexuality. They include effeminacy, timidity, physical weakness, and submission (Machado, 2002; Poczwardowski, Barott, & Perego, 2002; Rosa, 2008; Whitson, 1990).

Thus, difficulties arose when the researchers addressed this issue, when the speaker began to express feelings and emotions that may have lain dormant for many years, either due to the participants’ lack of motivation to explore them, or because they didn’t want to revive “old wounds” that had begun to heal. Discussing their sexuality proved to be an encounter that was permeated by fear, jealousy, hesitation, and arousal, all while they simultaneously felt the anguish and relief provided by the opportunity to vent about the moral and emotional dilemmas that occur in sports.

The participants’ life histories revealed personal experiences in which the coach-athlete relationships occasionally were marked by sexual harassment, and, more specifically, by homosexual relations that occurred between the coach and athlete in youth leagues.

At times the interviews exposed affective or erotic sexual involvement between coaches and athletes, which occurred on a day-to-day basis in the soccer team’s lodging facilities. This type of relationship also sometimes occurred with other members of the management team.

We noted a considerable incidence of merely homoerotic relationships as opposed to affective relationships between athlete and coach or athlete and a member of the technical committee or director, perhaps due to the high turnover of young people in these environments. Homoerotic relationships, here, are defined as those characterized by a temporary sexual attraction. Dias (2014) defines homoaffective relationships as those that occur between two people of the same sex, stably, regularized by the new laws on gay marriage, strengthened by love and affection. This is the definition used in this study. However, it should be noted that others (Costa, 1992; Kronka, 2003; Paiva, 2006; Souza, 2010) argue that all homosexual relations are homoerotic, because some people of the same sex seek a relationship just for pleasure, eroticism, and for the fleeting satisfaction of sexual desires. They ask, aren’t these relations—characterized by stealth and not publicly revealed, and which occur in places exclusively dedicated to such meetings—homoerotic?

Other aspects that stimulate homoerotic exchanges (consensual or those that constitute sexual harassment [coerced]) in our study of soccer players are associated with the physical proximity afforded by changing rooms, the aesthetic presentation of the young body (Graça & Lacerda, 2011), the desire of adolescents to
be part of the team, the emotional needs of the coach or manager, the use of power by the coach as an exchange currency for the team draft, and perhaps the self-satisfaction of these adolescents in being able to maintain this form of sexual relations. However, the “packaging,” or framing (Goffman, 1974; Graça & Lacerda, 2011), of the product (athletic and perfect body) awakens the desire for consumption, as can be seen in the narrative of Speaker 5:

[...] that’s it, a sexual relationship. The person wanted you to have sex with him so that I... you could be on a better team or even be drafted into a selection. [...] It was a more intimate involvement, you know. I had to have a sexual relationship, sometimes with... with the coach.

It also seems interesting to note in this account the change of speech from the first to the second person: “[...] The person wanted you to have sex with him so that I [...] you could be on a better team [...] (Speaker 5).” This transition appears to mark the moment in which the speaker tries to save face and not compromise his heterosexual self-image. One of the justifications the respondents gave for why sexual harassment occurs more frequently with youth athletes and to a lesser degree with professional athletes is that in this phase the adolescent goes through a period of instability, including financial instability. This facilitates a type of harassment that occurs by means of the exchange of sexual favors for material goods: clothes, accessories, gifts, and dinners, among other promises. “ [...] this kind of harassment happens all the time in youth leagues, usually with teenagers, [...] the kid that lives in the housing, and that... is harassed, he goes for the financial promises, for the gifts” (Speaker 6).

Bauman (2008, 2011) argued that with this type of exchange, the relationships are not secured, but are instead presented like fast-food culture: fleeting, transient, and revealing of a postmodern society. The morals and ethics of the sport directly correspond with what society adopts as the norm. Therefore, as Bauman argued, changes occur in accordance with the need to adapt to the historical moment, and in this case, with a volatile, fleeting, and liquefied profile.

For this theme, “The coach-athlete relationship as mediated by sexual harassment,” it is possible to detect that the intimacy of the locker rooms, the shield of the sports institution, and the cult of the body are contextual and temporal conditions that contribute to the adolescent’s acceptance of homoerotic relationships and sexual harassment, and to his belief that he must submit to the power and authority of the coach. His vulnerability during this process facilitates the action of the coach and the mutual satisfaction of desires—sexual and professional. This “contract” benefits both coach and athlete. On the one hand the coach satisfies his erotic desire, and on the other the athlete’s dream of achieving professional status and stardom is kept alive.

The body as currency in the intense game of exchange

Indeed, homosexual relations can play a commercial role when a player is trying to achieve his professional goals. These relationships occur not only with members of the management team, but also, with other participants involved in the soccer youth leagues, like directors, agents or others:

[...] during the period when I was a soccer player, I received several proposals to do that... [...] Many athletes I hung around with ended up doing that, going out with those people, and after they were drafted in several selections, they were placed at various clubs” (Speaker 5).

This practice becomes even more evident when another speaker mentions in his story that:

[...] after I left the team, we really saw who he ‘got along’ with best... After this case, he still harassed a boy on the team and had sex with him, and after I left the team [...] I was kicked off the team, without any kind of compensation (Speaker 3).

These affairs are, therefore, marked by purely physical and erotic interests, where the body represents a bargaining chip, devoid of the affective components in permanent and lasting relationships. Canevacci (2008) argued that, since this product—the body—is erotically exposed in locker rooms and marketed on billboards and in the media, it remains, for those with a fetish to “consume” the body, as an object of desire.

The narratives provide evidence not only of sexual involvement, but also reflect a certain naiveté in the athlete, who believes his active participation in such relationships do not compromise his masculinity. This naiveté seems to help “preserve” his heterosexuality.

We observed in the speakers’ stories that homosexuality represents a one-way street, one in which only the coach—as the “passive” agent of the relationship, is considered homosexual, and that the other participants, even though they are the “active” agents in the relationship, are hailed as manly. There is a need for participants to clearly mark the distribution of these roles in the group:

[...] from where I stood it was the coach who was homosexual [...] the coach received the athlete as the active one [...] who accepted the blackmail of the coach and ended up going (being accepted) in order to have more ‘status’ on the field (Speaker 4).

Thus, the speaker reinforced the idea that, in theory, the athlete continued his heterosexual saga, because in his view only the coach behaved as a homosexual. It may be that any sacrifice, including their own submission, is worth it to these athletes in order to gain entrance to and remain in this space, the environment of professional soccer. They believe that they need to provide sexual favors to others of the same sex, and they see these transient relationships as having no effect on their masculinity.

This may occur, also, because, according to Aberastury and Knobel (1986), occasional circumstantial homosexuality exists. It is possible that a player’s identity and personality may be strengthened via these discoveries in this time of adolescent sexuality through the act of confronting conflicting feelings about homosexuality.
Such relationships commonly occur between members of same-sex groups, in places in which young people coexist for long periods of time, such as boarding schools, prisons, military groups, or sports teams (Anderson, 2013; Machado, 2002, 2006).

Such relationships often act to boost sexual satisfaction or relieve sexual tension rather than to establish loving relationships. When such participants have been satisfied, they begin to once again demonstrate heterosexual behaviors, leaving the homosexual experience in their past (Aberastury & Knobel, 1986).

Because young soccer players are in transition from adolescence to adulthood, they still face the need to resolve emotional and moral conflicts regarding the trade of sex with males: “He was a coach of another category, you know [...] he had a lot of ‘moral’ influence [...] and since I was housed [...] if I were to have lunch at his house over the weekend ... he would help me [...]” (Speaker 1).

These narratives in the theme, “The body as currency in the intense game of exchange,” reflect the adolescent athlete’s ability to use his body to achieve professional goals. In this game of erotic exchanges there is no concern with the moral or emotional issues that may arise from these agreements, but only for one more imagined chance to achieve success in this environment of extreme competition. In this context, it is worth everything to achieve success, and the actors understand homosexual relations as a passing phase, one that does not compromise future heterosexual life.

**Vulnerability on the field**

With the exception of a few first-league soccer teams (Cruz, 2012), the majority of soccer teams in Brazil practice at low technical and economic levels. They do not have the financial resources to provide good working conditions for young players (Alvito, 2006; Silva & Campos Filho, 2006).

Training programs for young athletes, including youth and junior categories, frequently have improvised installations, without decent living conditions, healthy food, material for training, psychological and social support, school monitoring, and decent salaries (Mósca, Silva, & Bastos, 2009). As one young player revealed:

The accommodation I lived was under the bleachers of the stadium [...]. It is very difficult to live with different people ... guys who do not have ... no affinity ... not have an intimacy ... you’re far away from family ... of a play without some affection ... getting anything ... so many leave ... (Speaker 4)

These poor work conditions seem to expose the adolescent athlete, leaving him vulnerable. When a young player finds himself in this state of social vulnerability, economic and psychological factors can facilitate the occurrence of sexual assaults or sexual harassment:

 [...] I had a friend once who accepted one of those proposals [...] I came to São Paulo ... the coach that brought me, he had already come onto me ... had already tried to ... it ... he tried to get me to go to bed ... it’s just that I had just never thought of it [...] (Speaker 2).

For the adolescent athlete who agrees to participate in sexual activities (through physical need, or due to financial or social ambition), the coach can, among other things, ensure a place on the team: “[...] this happened with a teammate we he had there in my hometown [...] he was involved with the coach, you understand? He did some stuff there, obscene ..., then the coach took him to play in the title game [...]” (Speaker 3).

Other reports revealed how some coaches sexually harass young athletes in the youth leagues, taking advantage of their social, economic and emotional instability. For example, the coach preys on the immaturity of the boys:

 [...] this will happen everywhere. Especially in the basic soccer categories ... where the boy spends too much time alone, especially ... when the coach indicates a club for him to play in professionally, promotes him for the National teams ... so they are ingenuous and accept the coach’s sexual advances (Speaker 4).

Too, the sexual aggressors sometimes use media coverage as a tool for control. The official competitions of the basic categories do not receive the same media coverage as do the professional teams. Therefore, athletes and their stories go unnoticed by the general public (Alvito, 2006; Silva, 2006). Taking advantage of this, some members of the technical committees and managers feel protected by anonymity and feel free to explore intimate situations.

 [...] this kind of harassment happens a lot on basic soccer teams, usually with teenagers. The athlete who is professional, who already has his salary, is already successful, does not need it [...] the boy who lives in the housing, and who is harassed, he will buy the financial conditions, buy the gifts ... So why is this kind of person looking more for teenaged guys to harass, boys who live in the housing ... Because the guy, when he is on the professional team, no longer needs this, he has his salary, he’s in the media all the time, right ... [], then it is easier for the coach or manager to approach a guy without a personality ... than a professional who is already well-paid, who is already in the media (Speaker 6)

Other players’ perceptions of these relationships seem to be associated with sexual exploitation and prostitution. They suggest that sexual favors are somehow part of a financial transaction:

This particular player [...] because the coach sought this player at his house ... saw that the financial situation was bad ... saw the poverty of the family ... Then he makes a lot of promises to allure the boy ... after the boy arrives at the club, the coach ... helped with some food, invited him to dinner, paid for pizza ... gave him designer clothes ... new tennis shoes ... So, the boy was always there ... not only [...] ... as an athlete, but as a sexual object ... (Speaker 4).

 [...] Then the boy is amazed by all of this, and, then, when it happens ... the harassment by older people who have more experience (Speaker 6).
This participant appears to live as if he were a sex slave to the extent that, weakened by socioeconomic conditions, he was subjected to comply with any role as a means to survive and to stay in the group:

[...] It’s difficult to talk about ... but the player is ... is ... sexually “induced,” exploited [...]. If he does not do what the coach wants [...] an example ... ahh ... is asking the player have sex with him ... to ‘eat’ the coach, he can be excused from the club. The coach will claim technical defect, but we know that is not true ... And to continue the dream of being a rich and famous player, the boy submits to this blackmail ... like a slave ... that he is there to satisfy the boss’s desires ... (Speaker 4).

[...] they (the guys) want to achieve a goal ... they still failed. So they are corrupted (Speaker 6).

In this situation, the perpetrator begins to offer incentives during a player’s adolescent phase as a way to demonstrate that having a relationship with him can offer rewards. The perpetrator takes advantage of moments of vulnerability, the result of changes in the player’s life such as leaving his parents’ home, discovering his sexuality, needing to ensure his male status, or even simply not knowing how to not agree to play this game with an authority figure.

Pêcheux (2009) claimed that the strength of this discourse is the dialectical relationship between the subject and history, context, and ideology. Therefore, it is the coach’s authority that constructs a hierarchical relationship of power within the group, and, in many cases, contributes to the formation of rules and the blind obedience of individuals within the group. In this case, submission gives way to persuasion, which may be due to the perpetrator’s charisma, but is mostly due to an ideological situation of domination and power.

Within this theme, “Vulnerability on the field,” it was revealed that the time a young soccer player spends on a basic team can be marked by tensions, personal conflicts, fear, guilt, and shame. This framework of social and psychological vulnerability—in athletes who seek to realize the dream of becoming rich and famous players at any cost—provides an opportunity to some coaches or professional authorities to blackmail them. In that moment the athlete understands the strength of the “laws of the locker room,” built and maintained on his doubt. Such emotional situations will help to configure the social representations that will shape their adulthood.

**Homosexual relations and moral development**

Still other emotional nuances are generated by these homosexual relationships. These situations require a maturity from the adolescent in order to manage feelings that typically shape their moral development, such as jealousy, envy, affection, intrigue, fear, guilt, and shame (Araújo, 2003; Harkot-De-La-Taille, 2003). As Speaker 2 revealed:

He said that ... if I ... if I did everything he asked me, I would already be on a major team ... I had passed the tryout. Only this coach [that brought me to São Paulo] was gay, and he found out that the coach from [where I passed the tryout] was also gay, so he did not let me stay there ... it seems that he was jealous [...].

Here, this player learns the first lessons of his new environment, which are loaded with rules and regulations that are different from those which he has known from his family, school, and church.

Some parts of the stories characterize the difficulty of assimilation, and both practical and psychological conflict resolution. “[...] he also made this proposal to a friend of mine that came along [...] so if I had been there ... maybe I could have been on a major team ...” (Speaker 2).

Whether the player becomes involved in either of the two possible situations—accepting or not accepting the sexual advances, the resulting situation poses a moral dilemma and creates conflict. In just the fact that such a choice exists, the emotional breakdown has already been established and the levels of anxiety, anguish, and stress increased (Machado, 1998, 2002).

The balance of impulses in these relationships seems to stem from the athlete’s need to comply with socially accepted moral values and to suppress the urge to give in to that which does not conform to social structure (Boock, Furtado, & Teixeira, 2002; La Taile, 2006).

In these situations, the athlete may feel guilty for not having accepted the harassment, and thus not being in a privileged position; or, he may feel guilty for accepting it, and realizing only afterwards that he was mistaken. Guilt, in this context, as Araújo (2003) argued, can be constituted as a point of equilibrium, derived from the repression of desires to maintain order within a particular organization.

In any case, these struggles seem to be major components of group functioning, and blame is an element that interferes with (or, mediates) these relationships. Players’ denials of participation in same-sex relations could be interpreted as a criticism of people who do participate, a defense mechanism proposed by Freud (Bock et al., 2002). This defense mechanism, called projection, stems from an individual’s need to criticize an action in which he or she unconsciously wants to participate.

Additionally, practicing “self-defense” via participation in homosexual relations could tarnish a player’s image as a masculine heterosexual athlete or put him in an embarrassing situation, often associated with religious dogma. Within the context of some religions, for example, it is inconceivable that a man would approach another man for the purpose of having sex. The invocation of God as a means of protecting against this type of conduct represents, to some extent, the need for individuals to live according to the rules and values practiced by the dominant society, and, in particular, by institutions that govern it, like the church (Araújo, 2003; Brown & Lunt, 2002; Deleuze & Guattari, 2009).

It seems, still, that other team members and professionals (i.e., players, trainers, director, and advisors) practice what might be considered a veiled acceptance of these behaviors in order to preserve the status-quo. There is, in essence, a culture of silence: everyone knows about these practices, but prefers to stay silent. The disclosure of homosexual practices in the game...
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of football could damage the public image of this sport, which is defined by stereotypes of aggression, virility, and strength. The discussion of homosexuality in any context, it seems, is taboo. Players such as Robbie Rogers and Thomas Hitzlsperger, who “came out” only after their playing careers ended, exemplify this phenomenon (Christenson, 2014; McRae, 2013).

Perhaps another explanation for this type of silence amongst team members is the need to ensure that the whole group, or team, continues to produce results. Cohesion and harmony depend on the absence of conflict (Weinberg & Gould, 2001); therefore, the cover-up of homosexual behavior presumably contributes to team unity, and, therefore, to its victories.

Under the theme, “Homosexual relations and moral development,” the players experienced ambivalent sentiments that represent guilt, consequence, punishment, and judgment. In this environment, such sentiments work as markers of morality, but they are fleeting, relative, and practiced when convenient (Araujo, 2003; Bauman, 2011; Bredemeier & Shields, 1998; La Taille, 2010). These feelings need to be kept in check so that the smooth operation of the team can be ensured. For example, silence, associated with conduct that protects the coach in relation to the group or himself, can alter the emotional states of adolescents, increasing group anxiety and inducing self-harm or aggression (Bach & Goldberg, 1978).

Conclusion

The objectives of this study were: 1) to analyze the existence and symbolic representation of homosexual relationships between adolescent soccer players and their coaches, and, 2), to understand the intention behind homoerotic relationships that are established between members of administrative staff and the soccer players during their participation in youth leagues.

With regard to the first objective, by disclosing parts of their life histories, the participants—both athletes and former athletes—revealed participation in sexual acts with athletes from youth leagues and members of the management team. The homosexual relationships reported by subjects in this study occurred in different contexts, in various places and situations, and happened between the coach and the adolescent athletes as part of an agreement between them. In some cases, they occurred in order for the subject to secure permanence on the team.

Sexual compensations in this case, are resolved on the basis of sexual harassment bias, by setting a symbolic representation of power in order to define the roles in the group (Anderson, 2013; Hargreaves & Anderson, 2014). The erotic nature in this form of engagement contributes to temporary, ephemeral relationships without lasting emotional bonds that could characterize stable homo-affective relationships.

It is true that managers and coaches have favorite players, based on their playing performance, not on sexual preference or sexual performance. Clearly, the world of soccer does not revolve solely around sexual innuendo and the activities described by the participants in this study. Too, our findings cannot be generalized to all sporting contexts.

In these cases, the incentives that the coaches offered to win the confidence of the young players, and, subsequently, to receive sexual favors, culminated in the promise of professional success. However, this erotic and deceptive game created by the coach does not seem to depend on developing intimate relationships with the players. Rather, the athletes complied with their respective coaches only to the extent that they were required in order to establish or maintain their “contract.”

The arguments to win the adolescents’ trust that were used by managers or others to get sexual favors in return appeared in the form of promises of a successful career, or, perhaps being selected for a team, getting a transfer to a national major category team, for example. They also offered material things such as money, clothes, and jewelry, among other items.

With regard to the second objective of this study, the coach’s behavior helped to illuminate the “intentionality” of emotional relationships that are established between components of the technical staff and the soccer players. However, this elusive and erotic game that the coach creates appears not to depend on affective relationships. The athlete only becomes an accomplice to the coach or manager in an attempt to establish a contract with him. He imagines that he can become famous, a winner, and a hero. This “contract” has great social significance.

On his own, the athlete cannot fully achieve social success, celebrity, and hero-like status. The coach and his teammates represent the “package” necessary for his personal and professional growth. In this regard, the ongoing pressures placed upon athletes to achieve professional success help to contribute to their submissive position in relation to a coach’s power and authority. Thus, the teenagers allow themselves to be subjugated in order to achieve their goals.

Affective, professional, experiential, and emotional exchanges in soccer youth leagues often may culminate in sexual exchanges. Therefore, these situational elements represent “knowledges” that these young athletes will need to acquire in order to successfully participate in these groups.

We can imagine, then, that conflicts will arise, based on the emergence of players’ ambiguous feelings. The coach is the paternal archetype; therefore, the athlete cannot positively connect with him if at one moment he is the coach’s “son,” being groomed for success and performance at a professional level, and, in the next moment, the coach molest him.

In this sense, the young player cannot allow himself to feel sexually desired by another person of the same sex, especially if this person tends to exercise paternal power (Graça & Lacerda, 2011; Souza, 2010). Such feelings are not compatible with the idealized attributes for the soccer player, who must be a man, that is, “masculine” and straight.

Hence, the “game” continues, leaving young players in the position of trading sexual favors for promises of success. This challenges players’ sense of moral correctness and leaves them emotionally vulnerable. We do not suggest that this “game” pervades the entire sporting environment. However, our findings suggest that the effects of this practice are profound, and deserve further investigation, perhaps with other soccer players and with athletes involved in other sporting environments. This behavior is closely related to the maintenance of moral and social values, and in some cases, can mean the exclusion or
non-participation in this world of possibilities that soccer (and other sports) provides.
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